Results: A single C > T transition was found at position +730 of the bovine EDA coding sequence (+730C>T) (GenBank Acc. No. AJ278907). The site of the mutation corresponds to position 24 of exon 6 in the bovine EDA gene and is located within a CpG dinucleotide (Fig.) . This base substitution causes a nonsense mutation of arginine (R) into a stop codon (X) at amino acid position 244 (R244X). The affected calf was hemizygous for the mutated allele. Unfortunately, a familial segregation study was impossible as no samples of related animals were available. All other EDA exons in the affected calf were normal and did not show any alterations in comparison to the control animal. On the protein level, the observed EDA mutation leads to a truncated protein that lacks the functional important C-terminal TNF-like signalling domain of the ectodysplasin A1 and A2 proteins. Mutations in the TNF homology domain impair binding of both splice variants to their receptors (SCHNEIDER et al., 2001) . Therefore, it is highly plausible that the phenotype in the EDA-affected calf is indeed caused by the nonsense R244X mutation of the EDA gene. The aberrant ectodysplasin 1 molecule represents a loss of function mutant. In humans, many different mutations within the EDA gene are known to result in phenotypes comparable to the one described herein. Interestingly, one report described two human patients, who also had a C > T transition in codon 244 leading to a truncated protein similar to the genetic lesion observed in the EDA cattle of this study indicating that a similar mutation has occurred independently in cattle and humans (VINCENT et al., 2001) . The R244X mutation described in the current report represents the third reported EDA mutation in cattle. The first two reported EDA mutations, a large genomic deletion of exon 3 and a splice site mutation (IVS8 +2T>G), occurred in German Holstein cattle (DRÖGEMÜLLER et al., 2001 ). All known bovine EDA mutations probably represent complete loss of function mutants that might be useful animal models for the investigation of the ectodysplasin signalling pathways.
